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SUCCESS GOES TO THE 

PEOPLE GETTING ON WITH IT, 

IMPERFECTLY, CONSISTENTLY, 

PASSIONATELY. 

SHARON PEARSON 
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Overview 

OF THE META DYNAMICSTM PROFILING TOOL 

The Meta DynamicsTM Profiling Tool is your path to providing revolutionary results.

The market is filled with tools and systems aimed to provide clarity on personality traits 

but none describe the intricate nature of a thinking pattern. The beauty of holding this 

knowledge is that in understanding and unpacking it you can help identify and improve 

your many strengths and stretches.  

Unlike personality, thinking styles can be developed over time to deliver outstanding 

results. Understanding behavioural preferences allows you to keep yourself on the 

cutting edge of this evolving methodology.   

The Meta DynamicsTM Profiling Tool measures 16 dimensions and provides you an 

exclusive window into the potential. By knowing why you do what you do you can help 
you to achieve new goals and evolve into the person you want to be.

The Meta DynamicsTM Profiling Tool (that you downloaded from our Home page) is a 16-dimension 
questionnaire that assesses an individual’s preferences particularly in the everyday context. Each 
dimension refers to a specific part of thinking styles such as influencing, resiliency, outcome focused etc.  

The questionnaire requires an individual to respond to behavioural statements such as “I influence 
people’s opinion” in terms of their agreement or disagreement with the item. Similarly to most personality 
assessments such as the Occupational Personality Questionnaire and eDISC, the Meta DynamicsTM 
Profiling Tool also links back to the NEO-PI(R) Personality Test, MBTI and Big 5 model of personality 
which has long become a widely accepted model of personality for decades.  

The purpose of this free resource is to provide further information to give you a deeper 
understanding of Meta DynamicsTM Profiling and a more thorough insight into how people work.
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ESIP 

WHAT IT STANDS FOR 

Environment 

THE THINKING STYLE OF AN INDIVIDUAL TO CREATE AN ENVIRONMENT THAT IS CONDUCIVE TO MOTIVATING  

AND INSPIRING OTHERS AS WELL AS OVERCOMING PERSONAL OBSTACLES  

Structure 

THE THINKING STYLE OF AN INDIVIDUAL TO DESIGN AND BRING STRATEGY AND PLANNING TO AID THE 

ACHIEVEMENT OF RESULTS; AND THEIR ABILITY TO ANTICIPATE AND SOLVE CHALLENGES. 

Implementation 

THE THINKING STYLE OF AN INDIVIDUAL TO DELIVER RESULTS AND TO STAY FOCUSED ON THEIR GOALS WITH A 

STRONG SENSE OF PURPOSE AND ACCOUNTABILITY 

People 

THE THINKING STYLE OF AN INDIVIDUAL TO DEVELOP RELATIONSHIPS AND REALISE THE POTENTIAL IN THE 

PEOPLE AROUND THEM 
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ESIP Dimensions 

The Meta Dynamics Profiling ToolTM assesses 16 dimensions of your client’s thinking style and behavioural 

preference. This allows you to deconstruct their thinking, explore their behaviour and provide incredible insight 

into their potential.  

ENVIRONMENT 

Visionary Motivator, Forward Thinking, Risk Taking, Tough Minded, Openness to 
Experience, Abstract, Independent Minded 

Sustained vision Confidence, Credibility, Tough Minded 

Personal strengths Resilience, Adaptable, Results Driven, Internal Locus of Control, Intrinsic 
Motivation 

Self actualisation Internal Locus of Control, Modest, Curiosity, Self-Efficacy, Goal Setting 

STRUCTURE 

Strategic Thinking Forward Thinking, Systematic, Deductive Reasoning, Evaluative 

Innovation Management Problem Solving, Efficiency, Creativity, Process Driven 

Planning Conscientiousness, Detail Conscious, Process Driven, Prioritisation 

Decision Making Consultative, Data Rational, Decisive, Independent Minded 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Autonomy Motivator, Assertive, Independent Minded, Affiliative, Agreeableness 

Outcome Focused Resilience, Intrinsic Motivation, Internal Locus of Control, Conscientiousness, 
Focus, Achieving, Variety Seeking 

Orderliness Time Management, Prioritisation, Conscientiousness, Preparedness, Organised 

Monitoring Forward Thinking, Time Management, Tough Mindedness, Problem Solving, 
Adaptable 

PEOPLE 

Mentor Outspoken, Controlling, Persuasive, Social Boldness 

Connection Modesty, Adaptable, Agreeableness, Outgoing, Affiliative 

Social Expertness Outgoing, Socially Confident, Agreeableness, Behavioural 

Mindfulness Modest, Perceptive, Openness to Experience, Behavioural 
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Environment 

AN INDIVIDUAL WHO THINKS ON AN ENVIRONMENT LEVEL DEMONSTRATES THESE 

BEHAVIOURAL PREFERENCES AND CAPACITIES: 

Visionary 

They are Visionary. This describes an individual’s continued preference to see, defend, and advocate for the cultural 

standards and be a source of inspiration to others. They have the ability to bring people towards the vision and are 

comfortable with ambiguity and this is consistently shown in their behaviour, actions, and decisions. They exude a 

sense of certainty in their own judgement and are unwavering to their commitment in the vision. They bring with 

them a sense of curiousity to explore what's possible, enjoy the bigger picture, and demonstrates divergent thinking. 

Sustained Vision 

Individuals thinking on an E level have the experience and capacity to maintain high standards and culture. The key 

aspect to Sustained Vision is the individual’s capacity to maintain the physical and psychological environment that 

they have created for self and others that is needed for succeeding. They will demonstrate this through 

communicating clarity and certainty in their vision; they will language the vision on the level of their audiences’ 

needs. It is through the consistent demonstration and delivery of putting communal goals ahead of personal ones 

that trust is created. 

Personal Strengths 

Environment thinkers have the Personal Strengths (of a leader) for the purpose of achieving their shared vision. 

They demonstrate a continued preference to push through obstacles and to adapt to any changing environment. 

A key distinction for individuals on this dimension is their capacity to take obstacles as challenges with a personal 

sense of responsibility.  

Self-Actualisation 

Another dimension that describes E level thinkers is the tendency for Self-Actualisation. Individuals 

demonstrating this are intuitive about their ability to identify blind spots and have a pristine idea of their skills, 

expertise, knowledge, and where their strengths and stretches are for developmental opportunities. They 

demonstrate a preference to constantly seek understanding from those who knows more in areas that they are 

lacking in for the purpose of maintaining their personal high standards.  
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Structure 

AN INDIVIDUAL WHO THINKS ON A STRUCTURE  LEVEL DEMONSTRATES THESE BEHAVIOURAL 

PREFERENCES AND CAPACITIES: 

Strategic Thinking 

They are focused and show a strong preference for Strategic Thinking. Individuals thinking on an S level show a 

tendency to continuously anticipate future threats for their goals, to see opportunities and beyond the limits of 

what are currently in place and what could be achieved. They are able to determine accurately where they are 

heading, what’s imperative to their outcomes and sets goals for the future. They implement innovations through 

considerations of strengths and weaknesses. A key defining feature of individuals with this preference is having the 

capacity to strip down ambiguous information and make sense out of it (not accept things as they are), handle 

complex information and not be overwhelmed by it as well as critically evaluate information. 

Innovation Management 

In order for S level thinkers to be effective individuals and leaders, they continuously demonstrate their capacity to 

realise ideas and have a preference for engaging in inductive thinking. In short, they find new solutions to old 

problems. Individuals in the Innovation Management dimension shows a preferred problem solving strategy 

through applying innovations to current solution strategies. They are intuitive in finding a balance between 

following procedures and processes in place and thinking of alternative strategies to maximise output and 

productivity. 

Planning 

They have a preference for organising time and effort around creating benchmarks and structures as well as 

communicating them to others for transparency. A key defining feature for S level thinkers on the Planning 

dimension is their ability in thinking through and managing consequences (contingency planning). They do this with 

flair in consistently anticipating potential challenges so as to not result in situations of last minute “fixing”. There is a 

sense of personal objectivity with the way S thinkers demonstrates their planning ability; there is no personal 

preferences, planning is based on facts and with the thoughtful considerations strengths and stretches. 

Decision Making 

The Decision Making dimension describes the S level thinking individual in demonstrating sound judgement, 

timeliness and the capacity to determine alternative actions. They have a preference for weighing their decisions 

and choosing one of the alternatives for application. For an S thinker to be an effective leader, they have a 

preference in consulting with others in the decision making process only for additional input and for alternative 

perspectives. Their decision continuously demonstrates that they take into account other conflicting priorities, are 

thought out clearly and objectively. More importantly, strong S level thinkers demonstrate a strong preference for 

the outcome in long-term success of their decisions. 
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Implementation 

AN INDIVIDUAL WHO THINKS ON AN IMPLEMENTATION  LEVEL DEMONSTRATES THESE 

BEHAVIOURAL PREFERENCES AND CAPACITIES: 

Autonomy 

The Autonomy dimension describes individuals who are strong in their ability to function independently without 

reliance on others. This behavioural preference is a reflection of autonomous individuals’ strength in finding a 

balance between working independently as well as interdependently with others. An effective I level thinker 

demonstrates autonomy through their self-reliance and gains influence through their ability in confronting issues 

that pertains to their vision and the shared vision of the group.  

Outcome Focused 

Another aspect of effective I level thinkers lie in the Outcome Focused dimension. Individuals in implementation 

have a preference for high standards and consistency in achieving goals and demonstrate an unwavering focus on 

working deadlines. A key distinction for effective I leaders is their ambitious drive in working towards demanding 

goals and targets. There is a strong sense of accountability for both missed goals and achieved goals, and an 

uncompromising determination of self-discipline. 

Orderliness 

The Orderliness dimension describes the individuals’ tendency to utilise their strengths and stretches in order to 

achieve goals in a timely manner regardless of the situation. Effective I leaders demonstrates a preference to focus 

(think) on the task at hand, are quick in identifying (plan) and organising (delegate) resources needed to achieve 

the intended outcome. Despite having multiple tasks at hand, they continuously show a preference to be 

unwavering in meeting set deadlines. They demonstrate an attitude of wanting to be one step ahead and fully 

rehearsed as well as a high preference for using structure or systems in achieving an outcome.  

Monitoring 

Implementation thinkers also demonstrate strong Monitoring preferences. They are highly focused on tracking 

their progress towards the achievement of project outcomes and goals. A key distinguishing aspect is their constant 

flow of seeking feedback and input to continuously change and improve on their benchmarks. This dimension 

shows the thinker’s flexibility and consistent success in managing equally conflicting tasks at hand. 
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People 

AN INDIVIDUAL WHO THINKS ON A PEOPLE LEVEL DEMONSTRATES THESE BEHAVIOURAL 

PREFERENCES AND CAPACITIES: 

Mentoring 

They have a strong preference to guide others and a high commitment in wanting to develop others. Mentors are 

confident in freely expressing their opinion, sees the potential in others, and is prepared to give honest feedback 

where needed. They are astute in knowing what to do with feedback and how to provide feedback for the 

development of others. There are trust between P level thinkers and others in their capacity to lead in the 

direction of the shared vision and goals. This is usually demonstrated in the mentors’ level of care and respect 

towards the people around them. A key defining feature of this dimension is the strong support role the mentor 

individual plays for others.  

Connection 

P level thinkers demonstrate strong Connection intuitively with others. These individuals articulate methods and 

strategies to develop others beyond just “talking”. The purpose of the connection that they build with others is 

based on their team’s level of competence as well as to instil confidence in others for growth and learning. The key 

distinction for individuals demonstrating this dimension is their affiliate preference for maintaining relationships 

for them to achieve the greater vision. 

Social Expertness 

This dimension describes an individual’s preference to continuously reads social situation accurately, and are acute 

in identifying, assessing, and managing the emotional environment of oneself and others. Individuals with a strong 

Social Expertness know the importance of listening instead of talking over someone during a conversation. They 

are viewed as considerate in their engagement with others and are able to easily and comfortably take on 

another’s perspective.  

Mindfulness 

The Mindfulness dimension summarises individuals who are intuitive in experiencing and understanding what 

others are thinking and feeling. P level thinkers have a preference for understanding the motives and behaviours of 

others, and are analytical about others. An effective P leader demonstrates mutual respect for another’s views, 

opinions, outlook and perspective. They have the capacity to understand why people have differing views and 

mental states and are attuned to knowing when to provide support.  
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Notes
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